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Security and Privacy Concerns in Locationbased Services-Data Mining Perspectives
Heechang Shin*∙June-Suh Cho**
Abstract
위치정보서비스는 사용자가 위치하고 있는 장소에 따라서 사용자의상황에 맞춘
서비스를 제공하여 준다. 그러나 위치정보서비스의 유용성은 인정되지만, 데이터마
이닝 기법을 사용하게 되면 사용자에 대한 민감한 정보들이 누출될 가능성이 있다.
이 논문에서는 위치정보서비스를 사용하게 되면서 일어나는 이러한 위험들을 정보
보안과 보호 측면에서 살펴보고, 어떠한 방법들을 통해 그러한 위험들을 방어할 수
있는지 알아보고자 한다.

Ⅰ. Introduction1)

location as an input to their providing
services so that more personalized servi-

Location technologies that are used by
cellular phone carriers provide a good estimate of the user location, and the accuracy of location identification can be
improved by using the GPS technology.
Also, indoor positioning system is available based on the utilization of location
sensors, wireless network, and Bluetooth.
Location-based services (LBS) utilizes the
* Graduate School of Business, Rutgers
University
** College of Business Administration, Hankuk University of Foreign Studies

ces can be offered based on the current
user location. For example, if a user tries
to find the nearest restroom in a building,
the system can identify the nearest restroom from the user’s current location
without requiring any manual user input
of location.
Recently, data mining techniques brought
a lot of attention due to the rapid increase
in the size of dataset. Data mining is the
process of automatically searching large
volumes of data for patterns using tools
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such as classification, association rule mi-

LBS industry. Chapter 7 concludes the

ning, clustering, etc. One popular example

paper.

of data mining is that of a supermarket
chain who, through analysis of transactions over a long period of time, found

Ⅱ. Location Based Services

that beer and diapers were often bought
together. However, the data mining tech-

1. What is LBS?

nologies that are intended to help users
may impose security and privacy threats.

LBS refers to a service that utilizes a

Data mining techniques can be applied on

user’s current location to provide more

the location dataset to identify sensitive

customized services to users. For example,

patterns that users would like to hide. For

if a user visits a new place that she has

example, the user preference information

never visited, the service can recommend

can be found by analyzing the frequent

the nearest hotel from the current location

patterns of visits to shops. If a user re-

of her. Jensen et al.(2001) introduce the

gularly visits a church on every Sunday

five main categories of applications for LBS.

morning, it can be inferred that she is a

1. Traffic coordination and manage-

Christian. The paper surveys the security

ment: Based on past and up-to-

and privacy concerns of LBS, and dis-

date positional data on the subscri-

cusses the countermeasures to such con-

bers to a service, the service may

cerns.

identify traffic jams and determine

The paper organizes as follows. Chap-

the currently fastest route between

ter 2 introduces the location based ser-

two positions, it may give estima-

vices, and chapter 3 discusses its secu-

tes and accurate error bounds for

rity and privacy concerns. In chapter 4,

the total travel time, and it may su-

current data mining techniques in the

ggest updated routes for the rema-

context of LBS are discussed, and chap-

ining travel. It also becomes pos-

ter 5 briefly discusses the current secu-

sible to automatically charge fees

rity and privacy preserving techniques,

for the use of infrastructure such as

and chapter 6 discusses why people share

highways or bridges (termed road-pri-

location data and implications on the

cing and metered services).
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2. Location-aware advertising and gen-

gencies (e.g., skiing or sailing acci-

eral content delivery: Users may re-

dents); it is possible to offer senile

ceive sales information (or other con-

senior citizens more freedom of mo-

tent) based on their current locations

vement; and it is possible to offer

when they indicate to the service

a service that takes traffic conditions

that they are in “shopping-mode.”

into account to guide users to de-

Positional data is used together with

sired destinations along safe paths.

an accumulated user profile to pro-

5. Location-based games and entertain-

vide a better service, e.g., ads that

ment: One example of this is trea-

are more relevant to the user.

sure hunting, where the participants

3. Integrated tourist services: This co-

compete in recovering a treasure.

vers the advertising of the available

The treasure is virtual, but is asso-

options for various tourist services,

ciated with a physical location. By

including all relevant information

monitoring the positions of the pa-

about these services and options. Ser-

rticipants, the system is able to de-

vices may include over-night acco-

termine when the treasure is found

mmodation at camp grounds, hos-

and by whom.

tels, and hotels; transportation via

[Figure 1] presents the abstract view of

train, bus, taxi, or ferry; cultural

the system architecture used in an LBS

events, including exhibitions, con-

environment, and it involves the follo-

certs, etc. For example, this latter

wing components :

kind of service may cover opening-

•User : A user brings a mobile de-

hour information, availability infor-

vice such as PDA or cellular phone

mation, travel directions, directions

and communicates with the contents

to empty parking, and ticketing. It

provider via location server using

is also possible to give guided tours

wireless technologies. The location

to tourists, e.g., that carry on-line

information can be acquired either by

“cameras.”

locally using GPS or from the LS,

4. Safety-related services: It is possible

and users must communicate infor-

to monitor tourists traveling in dan-

mation about his or her location to

gerous terrain, and then react to emer-

a third party in order to receive
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[Figure 1] System Architecture

useful location-based services[37].

contents provider such as location-aware

•Location Server (LS) : LS keeps the

advertising services or integrated tourist

(past as well as current) locations of

services (step 2). After the contents pro-

users. Usually, carriers such as AT

vider computes the results of the sub-

and T and Verizon assume the role

mitted request, the results are sent to the

of LS.

LS (step 3), which also forwards those

•LBS Contents Provider : Because the

information to the user (step 4). Although

location server cannot provide all the

some work (i.e.(M. Duckham and L.

contents for LBS such as locations

Kulik, 2006; Ouri Wolfson, et al., 2009)

of restaurants, near-by gas stations,

considers the situation where users com-

cultural events and etc., contents pro-

municate with LBS providers directly, the

viders fulfills the submitted requests,

three-tier architecture in [Figure 1] is

generally.

general enough to model the most of
scenarios that appear in this literature(M.

[Figure 1] illustrates the information

Gruteser and D. Grunwald, 2003; B. Gedik

flow between the above three compo-

and L. Liu, 2005; B. Gedik and L. Liu,

nents. When a user submits an LBS re-

2008; C. Bettini, et al., 2005; C. Bettini,

quest to the LS (step 1), the LS forwards

et al., 2007; M.F., Mokbel, et al., 2006;

the request to the appropriate LBS

H. Shin, et al., 2008). As the name im-
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plies, LBS requires positioning and trac-

about a person without any background

king techniques. There are a good number

knowledge on him/her. For example, su-

of ways of deciding the locations of mo-

ppose a meeting room is reserved only for

bile devices (i.e. GPS(C. Rizos, 2002), RF

faculties between 10 : 00 AM and 11 : 00

wireless LAN signals(P. Bahl and VN

AM. If someone stays in the room over

Padmanabhan, 2000), proximity to infrared

this time duration can reveal the person’s

beacons(R. Want, et al., 1992), and audio-

profession, a professor. Also, knowing that

based positioning(X. Bian, ??)). The more

a person visited the hospital frequently is

detailed survey of location sensing tech-

much more meaningful than visiting the

nologies can be found in(J. Hightower

hospital only once over the last three

and G. Borriello, 2001).

months.
Therefore, association between location

Ⅲ. Security and Privacy
Challenges

and a person can impose security and privacy threats to mobile users who subscribe to LBS. For example, there are several
incidents that an adversary uses the lo-

Location information has the potential

cation information to stalk a person in

to infer a person’s personal preferences (if

order to identify the personal life styles

the location is a place where specialty

and gives a security threat to the victims

products are sold or certain leisure ac-

by using the sensitive location informa-

tivities can be performed), political orien-

tion. According to(J. Voelcker, 2006), the

tation (if the location is a certain political

first recorded prosecution for GPS stal-

party’s office), employment status (if the

king was in Boulder, Colo., in October

location is a premise of a company), so-

2000, and in 2003, another incident occurred

cial network information (if the location

in Kenosha, Wis. Both cases were con-

is a house of one’s friends), or health con-

victed of harassment of spouse and stal-

ditions (if the location is a specialized hos-

king of ex-girlfriend respectively by using

pitals such as AIDS or brain cancer treat-

location-tracking devices that they hid in

ment specialization). Also, location infor-

the victims’ cars. It is expected that such

mation with corresponding time and fre-

threats may become more common as

quencies can reveal further information

location sensing devices become smaller
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and cheaper. More worried case is that

and other conditions about the road, which

any phone can be tracked as the emer-

can beused to create (past as well as cu-

gency 911 system in the U.S. requires the

rrent) location dataset. Also, determined

carriers provide GPS positioning data of

adversary can use localization of signals

its customers by tracking its customers.

or physical observation of other users to

Although it is expected that those location

measure the locations around the adver-

information is not intentionally revealed

sary. Second, there are publicly available

to other third parties, there are some in-

GIS databases such as Google Maps, which

cidents where a person managed to obtain

provides the information about the lo-

tracking data for an estranged spouse(J.

cation. For example, Google Maps pro-

Voelcker, 2006).

vides API that displays GPS coordinates

In order to breach the security and pri-

into the map and using the what’s here?

vacy of users (in other words, association

feature gives the information about that

between location and a person is possi-

location such as address. This information

ble), we need the following three pieces

can be combined with other publicly avai-

of information: i) user location dataset, ii)

lable information such as telephone direc-

GIS databases, and iii) publicly available

tory to find about the location. For ex-

information. First, user location dataset

ample, if the address belongs to a resi-

can be available for many reasons.

dence of Tom, it automatically shows that

Location information is revealed to LBS

the location sample belongs to him.

contents providers, which is not trusted in

One may consider that the traditional

order to enjoy the provided services from

approach of pseudonymity (i.e., using a

them. For example, a mobile user’s re-

fake identity) or removing identifying in-

quest for discount information and local

formation from the location dataset can

information require the user’s current lo-

guarantee the security and privacy of mo-

cation, which is used to create such data-

bile users, but unfortunately, location it-

set. Also, the location information is be-

self can be used as identities of mobile

ing tracked and accumulated in a poten-

users. For example, asking about the nearest

tially vulnerable server. For example, traf-

restaurant to a personal house using pseu-

fic monitoring systems require that probe

donymity can reveal the customer identity

vehicles to report their current positions

immediately by combining the location with
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other publicly available information such

ples that possibly belong to the same de-

as telephone directory. In fact, data mi-

stination so that it allows automatic iden-

ning techniques may compromise the se-

tification of repeatedly visited places(B.

curity and privacy although anonymous

Hoh, et al., 2006). In fact, residence home

data collection is performed in the follo-

satisfies such criteria. The model is

wing steps :

presented by Baik Hoe et al.(2006), and

1. Identifying the owner of location

it shows that although the identities of the

samples: There are some locations

locationowners are hidden, they can still

where can be used to identify an in-

be identified (even their home locations

dividual. For example, if a location

are identified). The dataset is the GPS traces

sample belongs to a residence home,

from vehicles in Michigan area, and pseu-

the owner can be found using the

do-ID is used in order to hide drivers or

address from the telephone directory.

vehicles. The methodology to find home

2. Trajectory reconstruction: Once an in-

location can be summarized as follows :

dividual is identified, the next step is

1. Drop location samples that are too

to reconstruct the trajectory of the in-

high-speed from the dataset: In re-

dividual from the location dataset and

sidential area, a vehicle is moving

use them to identify sensitive places

very slowly, and eventually stops in

such as hospitals that can be used to

front of the driver’s home location.

reveal information about the user.

Thus, the dataset can be filtered so
that only the possible candidates for

1. Identification of the owner of
location samples

home location will be considered.
2. Apply k-means pair-wise clustering
algorithm and store the returned clus-

In order to identify a person, we need

ter centroids: k-means pair-wise clus-

to first identifya place where there is a

tering algorithm is graph-based clus-

one-to-one mapping between the place

tering algorithm, and the main ad-

and the person. Among the data mining

vantage of the algorithm is that k

techniques, clustering method is useful to

does not need to be specified to run

identify a person from the location dataset

the algorithm. All location informa-

because it can group a set of location sam-

tion is considered as initial clusters
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and the algorithm keeps merging

cation sample, trajectory from that loca-

close ones into fewer clusters. The

tion can be reconstructed by using target

merging stops when every centroid

tracking algorithms(D.B., Reid, 1979; X.

has all its elements within a certain

R., Li and V.P., Jilkov, 2001; X.R., Li and

distance.

V.P., Jilkov, 2003) since location samples

3. Filter the candidate home locations

exhibit spatial and temporal correlation.

using the following heuristics

The basic idea is that given a location

•Heuristic A eliminates all centroids

sample, the next target position is decided

that don’t have any evening visits

by using the last known speed and hea-

(4PM-midnight): People usually

ding information, and if there is more than

go to their home in evening hours.

one candidate, the algorithm selects the

Thus, for the purpose of finding
a home location, it is useful to
have a dataset with evening hours.
•Heuristic B eliminates all centroids

outside residential areas by manually inspecting satellite imagery:

one with the highest probability of being
the next sample. If the probability difference among these candidates is below the
threshold, we stop the tracking. Then, the
possible trajectory is reconstructed by simply linking those selected locations.

In order to improve the clustering
result, a dataset is filtered to include only residential areas.
The result of the k-means pair-wise
clustering algorithm correctly located about
85 percent of the homes. If a user stays

Ⅳ. Security and Privacy
Threats of Data Mining
Techniques

in his home during the office hours, an
attacker can compute the address using

After a trajectory is reconstructed, se-

the GIS database and associate it with the

curity and privacy of users can be brea-

identity of the user.

ched by using the data mining techniques,
which can be categorized into i) user lo-

2. Trajectory Reconstruction

cation prediction, ii) user preference classification, and iii) social network identifi-

Once a person is identified from a lo-

cation.
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1. User Location Prediction

sequence of r most recently visited locations. The Markov model is useful for

The Doppelganer system is developed

describing user mobility because it allows

by the MIT computer science student in

for reasonably accurate predictions with

order to predict where in a building a user

relatively small memory requirement. Song

is likely to go. In a building, location iden-

et al.(2006) found that low-order Markov

tification infrastructure is installed, and

models performed as well or better than

when a user with location identification

the more complex and more space-con-

device called active badge moves inside

suming compression-based models.

the building, the system can actually cap-

Although the prediction model is useful

tures the current location of the user. The

to a user because when a user reaches a

main application of user’s future location

location, the system can provide to-do list

prediction methods can be found in the

that is applicable to future locations of the

cellular phone industry. A cellular phone

user trips, it may cerate security and privacy

carrier can reduce the search cost if a

concerns among the users since attacks can

user’s possible movement pattern can be

be performed on predicted future locations

identified because in most of cases, users

as well as the past and current locations.

will follow their historical movement patterns, and thus, in most of cases, a user’s

2. User Preference Classification

location can be found by searching only
one or two regions.

User preference can be classified by

When a user moves from one location

analyzing the spatio-temporal location in-

to another, it is usually the same for the

formation along with context information.

next time when the user begins to move

Sparacino presented an interesting system

from the same location, and therefore, we

in the context of museum(F. Sparacino,

can predict a user’s next location based

2002). Visitors of a museum are equipped

on her current as well as previously visi-

with a small device that stores the voice

ted locations(Website, 2008). User move-

records of different versions of descrip-

ment can be modeled as a Markov statio-

tions for exhibits in the museum. When

nary process of order r, which assumes

a user moves along, and stops in front of

that the location can be predicted from the

an exhibit in the museum, the system re-
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3. Social Network Identification

and the description of the exhibit is played.
The system classifies the user as greedy,

Social network can be identified if a

selective, or busy based on the pattern of

group of people’s spatio-temporal loca-

time that she spends viewing the exhibit.

tion history is available using spatiotem-

If the user is classified as greedy, the

poral co-occurrence pattern mining techni-

longest version of description is played,

ques(M. Celik, et al., 2008; H.W., Lauw,

and the playing time of description is ge-

et al., 2005; F. Qian, 2009; Z. Zhang and

tting shorter if the classification is selec-

W. Wu, 2008). For example, Lauw et al.

tive or busy, respectively. Bayesian net-

(H.W., Lauw, et al., 2005) identify the so-

work is used for the classification method.

cial network by using spatio-temporal co-

GPS signal’s accuracy is lower in the

occurrence association. The basic idea of

urban area because a building blocks the

the algorithm is based on the assumption

signal. By using this heuristic, Ashbrook

that if the number of occurrences of two

and Starner cluster places where the GPS

people ismore than the random number of

signal was lost, which can be potentially

occurrences, they would have social re-

significant locations to the users(D. Ashbrook

lationships. The support measure of a so-

and T. Starner., 2003), and Marmasse con-

cial relationship between two users is the

siders additional input such as dwell time,

number of all the events that two users

breaks in time or distance, and periods of

are at the same place and spend more than

low GPS accuracy to identify such loca-

the predefined time. If this counted su-

tions(N. Marmasse, 2004). More recent

pport measure is more than the threshold,

approaches(J.H., Kang, 2005; E. Kaasinen,

it is considered that two users have a

2003) use clustering techniques with extra

relationship. The security and privacy issues

consideration on time and location to finds

of forming a social network are obvious.

such information and shows better results.

For example, if the social network in-

User preference classification can reveal

formation of a company is revealed to a

of a person’s preferences and personal life

competitor, new product development in-

styles, which incurs security and privacy

formation may be revealed if the network

threats as we described in the previous

includes a renowned researcher whose re-

section.

search area is not directly related to the
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current product line of the company. Also,

for the use of the location data de-

if the social network information of a

fined by users are enforced by the

company is revealed to a competitor, new

location services. Youssef et al.(M.

product development information may ber-

Youssef, et al., 2005) introduced the

evealed if the network includes a re-

access control model that users de-

nowned researcher whose research area is

fine authorizations which service pro-

not directly related to the current product

viders can provide access location

line of the company. Also, consider the

and profile of users based on the time

study of Klovdahl et al.(AS Klovdahl, et

and space that the user is located.

al., 1994) which analyzed the social net-

•Temporal and spatial generalization

work structure of “a population of prosti-

(anonymization): The de-identifica-

tutes, injecting drug users (IDU) and their

tion of data or the separation of iden-

personal associates in a moderate-sized city.”

tifying values from sensitive data can

In this example, the relationship between

be used to defense the attacks. Gru-

two individuals represents a sexual inte-

teser and Grunwald(2003) first de-

raction or the use of a shared needle, which

fined location k-anonymity as the

clearly breaches the privacy of users inclu-

state in which location information

ded in the network.

of a mobile user is indistinguishable
from the location information of at
least k-1 other mobile users. his is

Ⅴ. Security and Privacy
Preserving Techniques

a direct application of k-anonymity
(P. Samarati and L. Sweeney, 1998)
to the LBS environment and can be

In this section, we briefly present the

achieved by using a trusted third

different techniques that have been propo-

party (such as the location server) to

sed to address the security and privacy

generalize the location to a spatio-

issues.

temporal region that includes at least

•Access control: Advanced access con-

k mobile users. Gedik and Liu(2008)

trol models can be used in the con-

extend this work toprovide perso-

text of LBS to enforce security and

nalized location k-anonymity, allo-

privacy rules. The privacy policies

wing each user to specify their own

80
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k. Mokbel et al.(2006) utilize a si-

in a set of GRs. However, these approa-

milar model but propose a different

ches are not suitable for continuous LBS

implementation based on a multi-le-

environment since their methods only

vel grid-based index structure to

apply to historical trajectory data by con-

allow more efficient anonymization and

sidering trajectory data publication case.

nearest neighbor queries. Recently,

•Prevention of Critical Location Tra-

Shin et al.(2008) proposed a profile

ces: Privacy risk increases as the

anonymization model that ensures

time duration of tracking increases:

privacy while delivering personali-

in fact, Hoh et al.(2007) evaluate the

zed location based services that are

degree of privacy risk based on how

based on user profiles.

long an adversary can follow an

Recently, the concept of location k-

object in a data set and use suppre-

anonymity has been extended to trajectory

ssion methods to ensure the privacy

data, called trajectory k-anonymity models

of users. Bresford et al.(2005) pre-

(O. Abul, et al., 2008; Mehmet Nergiz,

sented a privacy preserving techni-

2008). Essentially, trajectory k-anonymity

que, mix zone. The main idea of mix

is ensured if there exist at least k tra-

zone is that whenever a user enters

jectories (or subset of trajectories) within

in a mix zone, their identity is chan-

the anonymized region similar to location

ged so that an attacker cannot match

k-anonymity. Abul et al.(2008) utilize un-

the identities of users with the pre-

certainty of GPS measures to ensure k-

vious location history after they visi-

anonymity for trajectory data by moving

ted a mix zone. Bettini et al.(2005)

some trajectory points from the original

extend location k-anonymity to in-

location to another location. However, in

clude historical traces of location

continuous LBS environment, the answer

information of mobile users. Xu and

generated by the LBS provider cannot

Cai(2007) propose two anonymiza-

guarantee the correctness of the answer to

tion techniques, plain and advanced,

the users by using this method. The tra-

to guarantee the anonymity of users

jectory k-anonymity in(Mehmet Nergiz,

in continuous LBS environment. Es-

2008) is achieved by generalizing each

sentially, the plain approach ensures

location point of k trajectories, resulting

that every GR contains the same
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users that were being included within

privacy is to perform all processing of

the initial GR when the first request

location information locally on the mobile

has been made. However, this is im-

device, and do not share location infor-

practical in reality because the move-

mation with other entities. However, this

ment pattern of users would be di-

approach is not suitable because of the

fferent as time elapses, thus genera-

following limitations(M. Duckham and L.

ting GR too large in the later re-

Kulik, 2006).

quests. The advanced approach rela-

•Limited Computational Power: The

xes this constraint and may contain

processing power of hand-held de-

other users, which are not included

vices is usually not efficient enough

in the initial GR. Chow and Mokbel

to perform complex spatiotemporal

(2007) propose a generalization tech-

queries locally.

nique, called dynamic group, such that

•Limited Infrastructure Capabilities:

the GR for each mobile user in a

The spatial data sets tend to be large,

group is the spatial region that in-

and the wireless network bandwidth

cludes all users in the group. In ge-

may not enough to communicate spa-

neral, a user is not allowed to issue

tial data between the server and the

a query unless the user belongs to a

mobile devices in a real-time manner.

certain group. Users may be added

•Characteristics of Spatial Data: Spa-

to or removed from some groups.

tial data sets are still expensive to

However, all existing work assumes

collect and collate, and thus, the data

that answers to the requests are re-

would not be revealed to the public

peatedly evaluated until the service

unless it is really required.

expires.

- Data Integrity and Concurrency Problems: These issues are inevitably
associated with maintaining copies of

Ⅵ. Discussion

the same data sets across multiple
mobile devices.

1. Sharing of Location Information

Therefore, information needs to be
shared with other parties in LBS environ-

One potential solution for security and

ments.
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location information when they are running errands or doing something that they

In order to use an LBS, a user trades

are not supposed to do. This study shows

their services with sensitive location in-

that there are two different types of users

formation. This trade-off can be extreme.

with respect to the location information:

For example, a user does not provide his

i) security and privacy insensitive and ii)

location data to any entity and therefore,

security and privacy sensitive users. For

he does not enjoy any service benefits

example, there are employees who do not

(0% service). Another extreme is that a

provide their location information even

user always provides his exact location to

during the work hours while some

other entities, which gives him 100% of

workers choose to disclose the location

service. In general, a user wants to enjoy

information to their boss on Saturday.

the benefits from the LBS while certain

LBS industry has an implicit assump-

level of privacy and security is guaran-

tion that users agree on revealing their

teed. For example, a user who is willing

private user locations. However, studies

to provide his location data without iden-

show those users’ concerns about privacy

tifying information is allowed to enjoy

and security is the main reason to prohibit

additional discount. This finding actually

enjoying such services. Therefore, LBS

calls for research into users’ perceived

industry may lose their business oppor-

usefulness in exchange for giving up their

tunities to those who are sensitive to the

location information.

security and privacy issues. Also, even the

A social study(S. Consolvo, et al., 2005)

second group may not care about the pri-

shows that participants rejected 23% of

vacy and security issues because they are

the 3,798 requests for their location in-

insensitive to the negative consequences

formation. The main reason of rejection

of a location leak(J. Krumm, 2009). How-

is that those users perceive the possible

ever, if there are more public attention to

privacy breach due to the provided loca-

the incidents of LBS usage such as stal-

tion information. For example, employees

king(J. Voelcker, 2006; Website, 2009;

are disturbed by the request from their

Website, 2005; Website, 2004), it is possi-

managers during non-work hours. Also,

ble for them to perceive the privacy and

many participants do not want to disclose

security implications of providing loca-
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tion information, and therefore not to sub-

for development of a metric that can mea-

scribe LBS any further.

sure the trade-offs between privacy and
security enforcement. In other words, the
release of the information according to the

Ⅶ. Conclusion

security enforcement can result in the privacy breach of the users because location

Location based services (LBS) require

information is considered as sensitive, and

a user’s current location and its location

therefore, should consider the amount of

traces to provide the service. While LBS

privacy leakage. This is not easy to solve

may be helpful to the user, data mining

because the background knowledge of

techniques can identify sensitive patterns

attackers are not known when access con-

so that they can represent security and

trol decisions are made. Existing work ad-

privacy threats. In this paper, the threats

dresses this issue by management of se-

from LBS are identified, and general pre-

condary use of released data, but it is still

vention techniques are introduced.

unclear that the enforcement strictly fol-

We can address security issues by en-

lows the data handling policies after the

forcing access control policies in order to

access has been granted. Also, existing

prevent unauthorized access to important

privacy-defense mechanisms use oversim-

resources, but enforcing security does not

plifying assumptions about the attacker,

automatically guarantee the privacy issues

and background knowledge such as move-

because the second use of the revealed

ment direction, profiles, and future tra-

location to the authorized users are not

jectory is ignored during processing anony-

enforced. Thus, it calls for integrating pri-

mization. Therefore, existing work cannot

vacy and security of a mobile user within

ensure complete privacy for users, and it

a common framework. Access control

is required to develop a comprehensive

mechanism and anonymization improve

family of anonymity modelsthat incor-

on the results in terms of security and pri-

porate mobile users’ location, direction,

vacy issues separately, it is still unclear

profile, and future trajectory information. In

that pursuing individual solutions for each

addition, while protecting location pri-

topic can ensure privacy and security at

vacy, the quality of service (QoS) of LBS

the same time. More specifically, it calls

plays an important role and should be
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preserved. Formal analysis and experi-

GPS to learn significant locations and

mental results is required to demonstrate

predict movement across multiple

that the proposed anonymization techni-

users,” Personal and Ubiquitous Com-

ques in fact guarantee privacy and service

puting, Vol.7. No.5(2003), pp.275-

quality with nominal computational cost.

286.
[7] P. Bahl and VN Padmanabhan, “RADAR: an in-building RF-based user
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